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Recovery for Everyone: Workbook has been written for Christians who struggle with addiction and desire tech-
niques to assist them throughout the different development stages of their recovery.  As a recovering addict with 
more than 25 years of successful recovery, my personal recovery journey has educated me immensely about 
the recovery process.   I personally have practiced many of the exercises in the pages ahead. Additionally, as 
a therapist, researcher, author and lecturer on the subject of addiction, I have compiled these exercises and 
principles, which have successfully helped many addicts to begin and maintain their recovery from addiction.

These exercises are listed in the chronological order recommended for the progression of the addict's recovery.  
The journey of recovery teaches us "first things first."  I encourage you not to pick and choose which exercises you 
will or will not do, but rather receive from each exercise the insight it has to offer as you complete the exercise.

This book can most certainly be used in conjunction with therapy or as part of a 12-step or church support 
group.  My hope is you receive the precious gift of recovery Jesus Christ has to offer, as I have, and maintain 
it the rest of your life for your benefit and for the benefit of others.  

If we can be of any service along the way, feel free to write to Heart to Heart Counseling Center, P.O. Box 
51055, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80949 or call (719) 278-3708.  You can also visit our website at 
drdougweiss.com.  Some of our materials related to addiction include books, DVDs and CDs.  Support prod-
ucts are also available for wives in a relationship with an addict.  Telephone counseling is available for those 
who want to counsel with Dr. Weiss or an independent therapist trained by Dr. Weiss.  We are available to 
minister to the church body as well through training seminars.  For more in depth services, see the appendix 
of this book.  We look forward to helping you become and stay free from addiction.  If God calls you into 
this ministry of healing, and you would like to start a recovery group in your church, see the appendix of this 
workbook to learn how you can begin a recovery group.  If you do start a group, please notify our office so 
we can refer those who call us and are in need of a group.

Douglas Weiss, Ph.D.
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Recovering from addiction will be one of the hardest undertakings in an addict's life.  In the midst of their ad-
diction, the typical addict has clocked in hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of hours of repetitive, addictive 
conditioning.  Many addicts rely heavily upon their addictive acting out, as a primary coping mechanism before 
beginning the journey of recovery.

Recovery is hard work, and more importantly, it is consistent work.  Remember, it took consistent behaviors to 
spiral you into your addiction.  It only makes sense that consistent work is going to be a big part of your recovery 
and reconditioning yourself into a life of recovery from addiction.

In light of this, you are going to need time to practice many of the exercises in this workbook daily, which will 
enhance your recovery process.  These exercises have been successfully proven to work, but only if you take 
the time to do them.  This is consistent with the fact that in most areas of life, what you put into something is 
also what you get out.  So, you may need to have a daily calendar and try to come up with at least 15 to 30 
minutes a day to work on your recovery from addiction.  This effort will make a big difference on the length 
of time it will take you to experience recovery.  This, of course, is not the total amount of time you will need to 
work your recovery, as we will discuss later about attending support groups.  Scheduling these support group 
meetings on your calendar will also be a very important part of your recovery from addiction!

 My daily time for recovery is from ________________ to ________________

_______________________________________
Your signature

_______________________________________

Spouse's Signature (if applicable)
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The information in this exercise may be obvious to many Christian addicts, but for the benefit of those who 
have never read anything about achieving recovery from addiction, this exercise must be discussed.  "Clean-
ing house" at the beginning of your recovery will steer you from keeping that “one” thing from your addiction, 
which could possibly cause you to relapse down the road.  Many addicts I have counseled with had their first 
relapse with the one thing they didn’t throw away.

To prevent this experience from happening later, it is imperative to throw away (don’t try to sell or inflict this 
material on anyone else) any item, which could cause you to relapse.  This could be any thing from empty 
bottles to music or pictures from acting out.  You'll know what this is and you can ask God to help you here.  

You also will want to guard against any technology that you used during your addiction.  Many addicts have 
relapsed through relationships or social network sites.

In the beginning of your recovery, it is much better to error on the side of being too cautious, than to error on the 
side of not being cautious enough.  Some of the more restrictive boundaries can be changed to less restrictive 
boundaries in the future when your recovery is not as fragile as it is in the beginning.

This exercise can be a great beginning for your recovery.  If you feel you need help, you may want to ask a 
friend or support group member, who has some stable sobriety, if they can be supportive through this exercise. 
For some addicts, cleaning house is a new beginning.  It’s a time you mark as the beginning of your journey.  
This is a great way to start your recovery and remove some of the possibilities for future stumbles.         

 The date I totally cleaned house was _____________________                            
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Prayer is something many addicts even Christians find difficult to do, especially if they have avoided God be-
cause of the shame and guilt of their behavior or possibly what was done to them in the past.  Prayer is simply 
a behavior that, when put in place, can change the addict’s disposition.  We know from other addictions that 
an addiction is basically self-will run riot.  This expression of addiction is basically “doing your own thing,” which 
is not very helpful for the Christian addict's recovery.  

Take time out to pray first thing in the morning.  If you need help, just use the guidelines of the Lord’s Prayer 
(Matthew 6:9-13).  During your prayer time, do not forget to ask Jesus to help you stay sober, accountable and 
honest today, so you can stay free from addiction.  He is proud of you for starting your recovery.  His death 
purchased your freedom.  Your prayer can help you realize this on a daily basis.

Prayer is a way for you to behaviorally change yourself.  For many addicts, addiction starts early in the day, not 
necessarily the first thing in the morning but maybe in the shower, on the way to work or while driving.  Prayer is 
preventative.  It is a way of acknowledging you are an addict and are in desperate need of Christ's freedom.  
Without sobriety, the addict is on a path of self-destruction, not only in his own life but more than likely those 
around him have been devastated, either through their anger, depression or acting-out behavior.  

The addict is in a fight every day, especially the first 30 to 90 days, which is the toughest part of recovery for 
the recovering addict. So, make sure you connect with Jesus.  Your prayer doesn’t have to be long.  Prayer may 
or may not make you feel better instantly, but it is one of the Five Commandments, which we will be discussing 
in a later exercise. If you begin to apply them to your life, you will begin to reap the benefits.  As a Christian, 
prayer is one of the many tools you can have in your search for recovery from addiction.

 The time in the morning I can pray is _________________




